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Abstract

We show that an analytical continuation of the Vuorio solution to
three-dimensional topologically massive gravity leads to a two-parameter
family of black hole solutions, which are geodesically complete and
causally regular within a certain parameter range. No observers can
remain static in these spacetimes. We discuss their global structure,
and evaluate their mass, angular momentum, and entropy, which sat-
isfy a slightly modified form of the first law of thermodynamics.
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It is well known that Einstein gravity in 2+1 dimensions is dynami-
cally trivial, without propagating degrees of freedom. The addition to the
Einstein-Hilbert action of a gravitational Chern-Simons term leads to topo-
logically massive gravity [1] (TMG), with massive spin 2 excitations. A long
standing question [2] is that of the existence of Schwarzschild- or Kerr-like
black hole solutions to TMG. The equations of TMG with a negative cos-
mological constant are trivially solved [3] by the BTZ black-hole metric [4].
Other black hole solutions to cosmological TMG were written down in [5],
however it is possible to show that these solutions are not bona fide black
holes for the range of parameters considered in [5]. A number of exact so-
lutions to TMG with vanishing cosmological constant are known [6, 7, 8],
but these do not include black hole solutions. The purpose of this Letter
is to show that a simple extension of the Vuorio solution [6] leads to bona
fide TMG black holes, and to present an introductory exploration of their
properties.

The field equations of TMG are

Gµ
ν +

1

µ
Cµ

ν = 0, (1)

where Gµ
ν ≡ Rµ

ν − 1
2 Rδµν is the Einstein tensor,

Cµ
ν ≡ εµαβ Dα (Rβν −

1

4
gβν R) (2)

is the Cotton tensor (the antisymmetrical tensor is εµαβ = |g|−1/2ηµαβ , with
η012 = +1), and µ is the topological mass constant. Vuorio searched for
stationary rotationally symmetric solutions to these equations, and noticed
that they could be solved exactly by assuming a constant gtt, which he
normalized to the Minkowski value1 to gtt = −1. Vuorio’s solution is, in
units such that µ = +3,

ds2 = −
[

dt̃− (2 cosh σ + ω̃)dϕ̃

]2

+ dσ2 + sinh2 σ dϕ̃2, (3)

where ϕ̃ is assumed to be periodic with period 2π, and we have reintro-
duced an integration constant ω̃ which Vuorio set to −2 for regularity.
This spacetime is homogeneous, with constant curvature scalars, and ad-
mits four Killing vectors generating the Lie algebra of SL(2, R) × U(1)
[6, 9]. However, it has one undesirable property. From (3) we obtain

1Contrary to Vuorio, we use the signature (−++) for a Lorentzian metric.
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gϕ̃ϕ̃ = −3 cosh2 σ + 4ω̃ coshσ − ω̃2 − 1, which is negative definite if ω̃2 < 3,
and negative outside a critical radius σc if ω̃

2 > 3, leading to closed timelike
circles2 for all σ > σc.

To overcome this indesirable violation of causality, let us analytically
continue the solution (3) by the combined imaginary coordinate transfor-
mation (which does not change the overall Lorentzian signature) t̃ = i

√
3t,

ϕ̃ = i(ρ0/
√
3)ϕ, with ρ0 an arbitrary positive constant, leading to

ds2 = 3

[

dt−
(

2ρ

3
+ ω

)

dϕ

]2

+
dρ2

ρ2 − ρ20
− ρ2 − ρ20

3
dϕ2, (4)

where ω = ρ0ω̃/3, the new radial coordinate is ρ = ρ0 cosh σ, and ϕ is again
assumed to be an angular variable with period 2π. This new solution of
the field equations can also be derived directly à la Vuorio by making the
unconventional ansatz gtt = +3 (instead of −1). The fact that the Killing
vector field ∂t is spacelike, not timelike, means that there can be no static
observers in such a geometry. Furthermore it is easily seen that no linear
combination of the Killing vectors ∂t and ∂ϕ can remain timelike for ρ → ∞.
This situation is quite similar to that inside the ergosphere of the Kerr
metric, except that here the ergosphere extends to spacelike infinity. As in
the case of the Kerr ergosphere, the solution is however locally stationary. At
a given radius ρ, observers moving with uniform angular velocity Ω remain
timelike, (∂t +Ω∂ϕ)

2 < 0, provided

2ρ+ 3ω −
√

ρ2 − ρ20

r2
< Ω <

2ρ+ 3ω +
√

ρ2 − ρ20

r2
. (5)

The divergence of the metric component gρρ at ρ = ±ρ0 suggests that
(4) is a black hole solution, which is made obvious by rearranging the metric
as

ds2 = −ρ2 − ρ20
r2

dt2 +
dρ2

ρ2 − ρ20
+ r2

(

dϕ− 2ρ+ 3ω

r2
dt

)2

, (6)

with
r2 = ρ2 + 4ωρ+ 3ω2 + ρ20/3. (7)

While this metric is not asymptotically Minkowskian, the squared lapse
N2 = (ρ2 − ρ20)/r

2 and the shift Nϕ = −(2ρ + 3ω)/r2 respectively go to 1
and 0 at spacelike infinity ρ → ±∞. For ρ20 > 0, there are two horizons
located at ρh± = ±ρ0, of perimeter and angular velocity

Ah± ≡ 2πrh± = 2π|2ρ0 ± 3ω|/
√
3, Ωh± = 3/(±2ρ0 + 3ω). (8)

2The same is true for the purported black-hole solutions of [5] with Λ = 0, 2J > M .
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If ω 6= ∓2ρ0/3, the metric may be extended through these horizons by the
usual Kruskal method. Just as in the case of the BTZ black holes, the metric
(4) is regular for all ρ 6= ρ0, so that the maximally extended spacetime is
geodesically complete, with a Penrose diagram similar to that of the Kerr
black hole (except of course for the ring singularity). However, singularities
in the causal structure do occur for a range of values of ω. If ω2 < ρ20/3, the
Killing vector ∂ϕ is everywhere spacelike. On the contrary, if ω2 > ρ20/3, ∂ϕ
becomes timelike in the range ρc− < ρ < ρc+, with

ρc± = −2ω ±
√

ω2 − ρ20/3 . (9)

It is easily seen that these two zeros of (∂ϕ)
2 are timelike lines belonging

to the same stationary Kruskal patch, so that the acausal regions r2 < 0
are safely hidden behind the horizon for an observer at ρ = +∞ if ω > 0,
which we shall assume henceforth. The Penrose diagram for the maximally
extended spacetime with the acausal regions cut out is the same as for
Reissner-Nordström black holes. The limiting case ρ0 = 0 leads to extreme
black holes, with a double horizon at ρ = 0. In this case, there is an acausal
region (∂ϕ)

2 < 0 behind the horizon for all positive values of ω. The resulting
Penrose diagram (again with the acausal regions cut out) is identical to that
of extreme Reissner-Nordström black holes.

The case ω = 2ρ0/3 deserves special consideration. In this case the
metric (6) reduces to

ds2 = − ρ− ρ0
ρ+ 5ρ0/3

dt2 +
dρ2

ρ2 − ρ20
+ (ρ+ 5ρ0/3)(ρ + ρ0)

(

dϕ− 2dt

ρ+ 5ρ0/3

)2

.

(10)
This has only one horizon at ρ = +ρ0, where Kruskal extension can be
carried out as usual. Near the causal singularity ρ = −ρ0, the metric (10)
can be approximated by

ds2 ≃ 3 dt2 + dσ2, dσ2 = − dρ2

2ρ0(ρ+ ρ0)
+ (2ρ0/3)(ρ + ρ0) dϕ̂

2, (11)

with dϕ̂ = dϕ−3 dt. Clearly the two-dimensional metric dσ2 becomes null for
ρ → −ρ0, and is non-extendible because of the periodicity condition on ϕ, so
that ρ = −ρ0 is a spacelike singularity of the metric (10). The corresponding
Penrose diagram is thus identical to that of the Schwarzschild black hole.

The even more special case ω = ρ0 = 0 lies at the intersection of the
preceding case and of the extreme black hole case ρ0 = 0. In this case the
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metric (6) reduces to

ds2 = −dt2 +
dρ2

ρ2
+ ρ2

(

dϕ− 2

ρ
dt

)2

, (12)

which is devoid of horizons, and thus qualifies as the ground state or “vac-
uum” of our two-parameter family of black-hole solutions. This metric does
not appear to be extendible beyond the manifest singularity ρ = 0, which
can be shown to be at finite affine distance. Moreover, the angular veloc-
ity of stationary observers approaching this singularity increases without
bound, so that the very concept of a Penrose diagram breaks down.

The black hole metric (6) depends on two parameters ρ0 and ω, which
must somehow be related to the physical parameters, mass and angular
momentum. The standard approach for computing these quantities in the
case of non-asymptotically flat spacetimes uses the idea of quasilocal energy
[10]. From the action functional for a self-gravitating system with boundary
conditions on a given hypersurface, one derives canonically a Hamiltonian,
given by the sum of a bulk integral, which vanishes on shell, and of a sur-
face term. The quasilocal energy is the (substracted) on-shell value of the
Hamiltonian in the limit where the spatial boundary is taken to infinity.
A canonical formulation of topologically massive gravity was given in [11].
However integrations by part were freely performed in [11], so that at present
we do not know what is the correct surface term. Instead we shall bypass
the standard quasilocal approach by suitably extending the recently pro-
posed super angular momentum approach to the computation of conserved
quantities in 2+1 gravity [12]. This approach relies on the observation that
the dimensional reduction of a self-gravitating system with two Killing vec-
tors ∂t and ∂ϕ leads to a mechanical system with the SL(2, R) ∼ SO(2, 1)
invariance. This mechanical system has a conserved super angular momen-
tum, two components of which may be identified as the mass and angular
momentum of the (2+1)-dimensional gravitating configuration. These iden-
tifications have been shown in [12] to correspond to a well-defined “finite
part” prescription for computing the (unsubstracted) quasilocal conserved
quantities, and to lead to consistent results for Einstein-scalar and (up to
some gauge ambiguity) Einstein-Maxwell black holes.

The conserved super angular momentum for TMG has been given in [8].
The general stationary rotationally symmetric metric may be written in the
2+1 form

ds2 = λab(ρ) dx
a dxb + ζ−2(ρ)R−2(ρ) dρ2, (13)
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where λ is the 2× 2 matrix

λ =

(

T +X Y
Y T −X

)

, (14)

and R2 = X
2 = −T 2+X2+Y 2 is the Minkowski pseudo-norm of the vector

X(ρ) = (T,X, Y ). The conserved generalized angular momentum for TMG
is then

J =
1

2κ

(

ζX ∧X
′ +

ζ2

2µ

[

X
′ ∧ (X ∧X

′)− 2X ∧ (X ∧X
′′)

])

, (15)

where κ = 8πG is the Einstein gravitational constant, the prime is the
derivative d/dρ, and the wedge product is defined by (X ∧ Y)A =
ηABǫBCDX

CY D (with ηAB the inverse Minkowski metric, and ǫ012 = +1).
Assuming that the identifications of Einstein-scalar or Einstein-Maxwell
black hole conserved quantities proposed in [12] can be extended to TMG,
the (2+1)-dimensional mass and angular momentum are given by

M = −2π JY , (16)

J = 2π(JT − JX) . (17)

We first test these formulas on the example of the BTZ solution, for which
the quasilocal mass and angular momentum have recently been computed
in the wider framework of a Poincaré gauge theory [13] (the action for this
theory reduces to that of TMG when a constraint for vanishing torsion is
added). The BTZ metric is given by

ds2 = (−2l−2ρ+M/2) dt2 − J dt dϕ+ (2ρ+Ml2/2) dϕ2

+[4l−2ρ2 − (M2l2 − J2)/4]−1 dρ2 , (18)

with Λ = −l−2 the cosmological constant. The parametrization (14) of this
metric corresponds to [12]

X =

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

(1− l−2)ρ+ (1 + l−2)Ml2/4
−(1 + l−2)ρ− (1− l−2)Ml2/4
−J/2

, (19)

with ζ = 1. The computation of the superangular momentum (15) is
straightforward and gives the TMG mass and angular momentum of the
BTZ black holes in terms of the Einstein conserved quantities M and J,

M =
π

κ

(

M− J

µl2

)

, J =
π

κ

(

J− M

µ

)

. (20)
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These values (which reduce to the Einstein values in the limit µ → ∞)
coincide with the values (59) and (60) obtained in [13] in the special case of
a vanishing torsion T = 0 (the identification is 2ℓθL = −1/µ, Λeff = −Λ =
l−2, ℓ = κ = π, χ = 1).

Strengthened by this agreement, we proceed with the computation of
the conserved quantities M and J for the Λ = 0 TMG black holes. The
parametrization (14) of the metric (6) corresponds to

X =

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

ρ2/2 + 2ωρ+ 3(ω2 + 1)/2 + ρ20/6
−ρ2/2− 2ωρ− 3(ω2 − 1)/2 − ρ20/6
−2ρ− 3ω

, (21)

with ζ = 1. The computation of the super angular momentum (15) leads to

M =
π

κ
ω , J =

π

κ
(ω2 − 5ρ20/9) . (22)

Surprisingly, the mass depends only on the parameter ω, and not on the
ostensible horizon radius ρ0. These relations can be inverted to yield

ω =
κ

π
M , ρ20 =

9κ2

5π2
(M2 − πJ/κ) . (23)

Extreme black holes thus have J = κM2/π, Schwarzschild-like black holes
have J = −κM2/4π, while the mass and angular momentum vanish for the
vacuum solution (12), as expected.

What are the thermodynamical properties of these black holes? The
Hawking temperature depends only on the metric, not on the particular
theory of gravity considered, and is given by the inverse of the period in
imaginary time,

TH ≡ 1

2π
nρ∂ρN |(ρ=ρh) =

ζRR′

2π
√
V

∣

∣

∣

∣

(ρ=ρh)
. (24)

We obtain here the temperature

TH =

√
3

2π

ρ0
2ρ0 + 3ω

, (25)

which as usual vanishes for extreme black holes (ρ0 = 0). On the other hand,
the black hole entropy should depend on the specific theory under consider-
ation, and we have no reason to expect that it is given by the Einstein value
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SE = (2π/κ)Ah. To determine the black hole entropy, we use the first law
of thermodynamics, according to which the entropy variation is given by

∂S

∂M

∣

∣

∣

∣

J
= T−1

H . (26)

This can be integrated to yield

S =
2π2

3
√
3κ

(5ρ0 + 6ω) , (27)

up to an arbitrary additive function of J . Assuming that this function
vanishes, we obtain from (27), (25), (22) and (8) the first law of black hole
thermodynamics in the form

dM = TH dS +
1

2
Ωh dJ . (28)

The anomalous factor 1/2 in front of the angular velocity is another sur-
prising effect of TMG. Finally, a simple quadratic combination of the same
(undifferentiated) quantities yields the Smarr-like formula

M = THS +ΩhJ , (29)

to be compared with the Smarr-like formula for 2+1 Einstein-scalar black
holes [12] M = THS/2 + ΩhJ .

A problem with the value (22) for the black hole mass is that, contrary
to the case of four-dimensional Einstein gravity, the gravitational constant
κ must be negative in TMG to avoid the occurrence of ghosts [1]. This
means that, for ω2 > ρ20/3, causally regular black holes, with ω > 0, have
a negative mass (as well as a negative entropy). For ω2 < ρ20/3, all black
holes are regular, but only those with ω < 0 have a positive mass (but a
negative entropy). We do not know how to solve this problem, but point out
that a similar problem arises with the BTZ black holes viewed as a solution
of TMG with negative gravitational constant. It follows from (20) that for
κ < 0 regular BTZ black holes, with M > 0 and J2 ≤ M2l2, necessarily have
a negative TMG mass M if µ2l2 > 1, and do not necessarily have a positive
TMG mass if µ2l2 ≤ 1.

We have shown that an analytical extension of the Vuorio solution to
TMG leads to a two-parameter family of black hole solutions, which are
causally regular within a certain parameter range. Their metric is not
asymptotically Minkowskian, and no observers can remain static. However
stationary observers are allowed, so that it is possible to carry out thought
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experiments in such spacetimes. We have evaluated the mass, angular mo-
mentum, and entropy of these black holes, which satisfy a slightly modified
form of the first law of thermodynamics. At present these evaluations re-
main tentative. Our formulas (16) and (17) for computing the black hole
mass and angular momentum generalize formulas previously derived and
tested in the case of Einstein-scalar or Einstein-Maxwell black holes, and
have been tested here in the specific case of the BTZ solution to cosmologi-
cal TMG. However a full computation of the quasilocal energy and angular
momentum in TMG should be carried out in order to ascertain the valid-
ity of our evaluations (the computations of [13] cannot be adapted for this
purpose because the field equations of the Poincaré gauge theory considered
there are stronger than those of TMG, and do not admit our black holes as
solutions). A direct computation of the black hole entropy is also desirable.
We intend to address these questions, and to further elucidate the properties
of our black holes, in a future publication.
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